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 On Mac (includes PCI): miniDV_s.mdf and miniDV_s.mpd File Viewer (includes PCI): minidv_s.exe.\ The following video
capture and editing software includes an 'integrated' version of the driver. It will automatically use the correct driver for your

Mini DV camcorder and will begin the transfer of videos and photos to your computer within the software package. Transcribe
DVD Converter by BBC is an extremely powerful video transcription software solution. It converts any video format to a flash

video format, such as SWF or AVI, and supports to convert video of audio formats. It transcribes video files into text files,
provides many professional-grade text-capture tools, and includes a powerful web-based web page editor and a Windows SDK.

It allows you to customize the text file with HTML and CSS tags. It offers you a powerful text-capture tool, a powerful web
page editor, and a fully-featured Windows SDK. It is very easy to use and the best choice for a simple and fast video
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transcription solution. Key features: - powerful web page editor with HTML and CSS tags - capture, search, and select text -
support HTML and CSS tags - supports a great variety of video formats, including AVI, ASF, FLV, SWF, MPEG, VOB, MP4,
AVI, WMV, MPG, MJPEG, JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP, TIFF, TGA, AVI, MPG, WMV, ASF, and so on. - powerful Windows
SDK offers high-quality text-capture tool - complete support for Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 - conversion
and preview of any video formats, including DV, DVCPRO, DVCPRO-50, DVDROM, DVD-V, DVD-VCD, DVD-i, DVD-
SVCD, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, VCD, SVCD, and so on. - fully functional, easy-to-use interface - no extra codecs or

plugins needed. It runs on Mac OS X, Linux, and Windows systems. You can share your content on Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo,
and YouTube, as well as create a Flash Video file and send it by email or upload it to YouTube or Vimeo. AVI to DVD

Converter is a professional AVI to DVD converter software, AVI 82157476af
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